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Falconthroughout its infamous history aren’t your average scoundrels. Not once, but twice, the crew of the Falcon tries
to claim the elusive prize—first, Lando Calrissian and the droid L3-37 at the dawn of an ambitious career, and later, a
young and hungry Han Solo with the help of his copilot, Chewbacca. But the device’s creator, the volatile criminal
Fyzen Gor, isn’t interested in sharing. And Gor knows how to hold a grudge. . . . NOW: It’s been ten years since the
rebel hero Han Solo last encountered Fyzen Gor. After mounting a successful rebellion against the Empire and starting a
family with an Alderaanian princess, Han hasn’t given much thought to the mad inventor. But when Lando turns up at
Han’s doorstep in the middle of the night, it’s Fyzen’s assassins that he’s running from. And without Han’s help,
Lando—and all life on Cloud City—will be annihilated. With the assistance of a young hotshot pilot, an Ewok slicer
prodigy, the woman who might be the love of Lando’s life, and Han’s best and furriest friend, the two most notorious
scoundrels in the New Republic are working together once more. They’ll have to journey across the stars—and into the
past—before Gor uses the device’s power to reshape the galaxy.
No Country for Old Men Cormac McCarthy 2007-11-29 This blistering novel—from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of The Road—returns to the Texas-Mexico border, setting of the famed Border Trilogy. The time is our own, when
rustlers have given way to drug-runners and small towns have become free-fire zones. One day, a good old boy named
Llewellyn Moss finds a pickup truck surrounded by a bodyguard of dead men. A load of heroin and two million dollars in
cash are still in the back. When Moss takes the money, he sets off a chain reaction of catastrophic violence that not
even the law–in the person of aging, disillusioned Sheriff Bell–can contain. As Moss tries to evade his pursuers–in
particular a mysterious mastermind who flips coins for human lives–McCarthy simultaneously strips down the American
crime novel and broadens its concerns to encompass themes as ancient as the Bible and as bloodily contemporary as this
morning’s headlines. No Country for Old Men is a triumph.
Star Wars: Crimson Reign Charles Soule 2022-05-31 The story that began with WAR OF THE BOUNTY HUNTERS continues in the
second chapter of an epic trilogy that will reshape the Star Wars galaxy during the Age of Rebellion! The criminal
organization known as the Crimson Dawn has risen -- but what is their goal, and how do they plan to achieve it? And how
will the Rebel Alliance and the Empire both react to this new galactic power player? Featuring the return of beloved
characters, shocking twists, epic feats of the Force and a story that will reach from the darkest underworld all the
way to the Imperial Palace on Coruscant, CRIMSON REIGN is a Star Wars saga like no other!
The Hutt Gambit: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo Trilogy) A. C. Crispin 2011-06-28 Here is the second novel in the
blockbuster new trilogy that reveals the never-before-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the Star Wars(r)
movie adventures, these books chronicle the coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man, smuggler and thief. Solo
is now a fugitive from the Imperial Navy. But he has made a valuable friend in a former Wookiee slave named Chewbacca,
who has sworn Han a life debt. Han will need all the help he can get. For the Ylesian Hutts have dispatched the dreaded
bounty hunter Boba Fett to track down the man who already outsmarted them once. But Han and Chewie find themselves in
even bigger trouble when they agree to lend their services to the crime lords Jiliac and Jabba the Hutt. Suddenly the
two smugglers are thrust into the middle of a battle between the might of the Empire and the treachery of their outlaw
allies...a battle where even victory means death! Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer
on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the
last thirty years!
Star Wars: Legacy Volume 8 Tatooine John Ostrander A return to the planet where it all began—Tatooine! One hundred and
thirty-three years after the death of Darth Vader, the Skywalker line has reached another low point—in the person of
the last living heir, Cade Skywalker. Cade has abandoned his Jedi heritage for plans of quick wealth and a pirate's
life. And his actions have attracted all of the wrong kinds of attention. Tracked by Imperial agents and targeted by
Black Sun assassins, Cade is run to ground on Tatooine, where his two most famous ancestors had roots. But even if he
can evade those who are trying to kill him, Cade can't escape the family legacy. Before this adventure is over, Cade
will be forced to think about who he is and who he wants to be—helped along by his mother, his half sister, and the
ghost of Luke Skywalker! New York Times bestseller Star Wars: Legacy includes the uncharted future of Star Wars and the
Skywalkers! This volume collects issues #37-#41.
The Force Unleashed Sean Williams 2009 A novel based on the release of the Star Wars video game follows Darth Vader as
he embarks on a quest to rid the galaxy of the Jedi and confronts life-altering decisions that could change everything.
Time For Yesterday A.C. Crispin 2000-09-22 Time For Yesterday Time in the galaxy has stopped running its normal course.
That can only mean one thing -- the Guardian of Forever is malfunctioning. To save the universe, Starfleet command
reunites three of its most legendary figures -- Admiral James T. Kirk, Spock of Vulcan, and Dr. Leonard McCoy -- and
sends them on a desperate mission to contact the Guardian, a journey that ultimately takes them 5,000 years into the
past. They must find Spock's son Zar once again -- and bring him back to their time to telepathically communicate the
Guardian. But Zar is enmeshed in troubles of his own, and soon Kirk, Spock and McCoy find themselves in a desperate
struggle to save both their world -- and his!
Tales from the Empire Peter Schweighofer 1997 Gathers thirteen Star Wars stories by Timothy Zahn, Kathy Tyers, Patricia
A. Jackson, Michael A. Stackpole, Laurie Burns, Charlene Newcomb, Tony Russo, Angela Phillips, and Erin Endom
Shadows of the Empire Steve Perry 1997 A novel set during the period between The Empire Strikes Back and Return of the
Jedi follows Leia's preparations to rescue Han Solo and Luke's flight from both Darth Vader and an equally powerful
dark lord, Xizor. Reprint.
Han Solo and the Lost Legacy Brian Daley 1980 SEARCH AND DESTROY The fabled hoard of the mad tyrant Xim was vast -- a
king's ransom beyond imagining. It was also, as far as Han Solo and Chewbacca were concerned, strictly legendary. But
when a little misunderstanding set the deadliest gunman in the galaxy on Han's trail, a secret expedition to almost any
place became highly desirable. Yet within hours of landing on the planet rumored to hold the treasure, Han's beloved

The Han Solo Adventures Brian Daley 1992 Han Solo soars again--in this awesome trilogy of his extraordinary exploits.
Ride with him as he rides to the rescue, narrowly escapes certain death, and foils evil in its ruthelss tracks!
The Adventures of Lando Calrissian: Star Wars Legends L. Neil Smith 2011-06-28 For the price of one, you get three
Lando Calrissian novels: LANDO CALRISSSIAN AND THE MINDHARP OF SHARU, LANDO CLARISSIAN AND THE FLAMEWIND OF OSEON, and
LANDO CALRISSIAN AND THE STARCAVE OF THONBOKA. You know him as a gambler, rogue, and con-artist; Lando's always on the
frontier scanning his sensors for easy credits and looking for action in galaxies near and far. Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts
from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Han Solo at Stars' End Brian Daley 1979 The movies are back -- and so is the mania! Be part of the blockbuster Star
Wars revival with the new edition of a New York Times-bestselling classic spin-off novel!
Lando Calrissian and the Mindharp of Sharu L. Neil Smith 1983 On a gambling trip to Oseon, the wealthy resort star
system, Lando discovers that accidents that nearly destroyed his ship were actually murder attempts by an unknown enemy
Sarek A. C. Crispin 2012-12-11 The novel begins after the events of STAR TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY.Spock's
mother, Amanda Grayson, is dying and Spock returns to the planet Vulcan where he and Sarek enjoy a rare moment of
rapprochement. But just as his wife's illness grows worse, duty calls Sarek away--once again sowing the seeds of
conflict between father and son. Yet soon Sarek and Spock must put aside their differences and work together to foil a
far-reaching plot to destroy the Federation--a plot that Sarek has seen in the making for nearly his entire career. The
epic story will take the crew of the U.S.S. Enterpriseto the heart of the Klingon Empire where Captain Kirk's last
surviving relative has become a pawn in the battle to divide the Federation... and conquer it. With Sarek's help, the
crew of the Starship Enterpriselearns that all is not as it seems. Before they can prevent the Federation's
destruction, they must see the face of their hidden enemy--an enemy more insidious and more dangerous than any they
have faced before...
Rebel Dawn: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo Trilogy) A. C. Crispin 2011-06-28 Here is the explosive conclusion of the
blockbuster trilogy that chronicles the never-before-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the Star Wars(r)
movie adventures, these books chronicle the coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man, smuggler, and thief. The
Millennium Falcon is "the fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy." So when Han Solo wins it in a game of sabacc, he and
Chewbacca become kings of the smugglers--uncatchable, unstoppable. But with the Empire clamping down, Han knows his
luck can't last. Still, when an old girlfriend who is now the leader of an insurgent Rebel group offers him a shot at
an incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The plan seems a sure thing. The resistance will be light and the take
enormous. Han and his friends will divide it equally with the Rebels. Too bad for Han that the planet of Ylesia is far
from a pushover, that the Rebels have an agenda of their own, and that smuggler friends can often turn into
enemies...quicker than lightspeed. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
Honor Among Thieves James S. A. Corey 2015-02-24 Han Solo and his new friends embark on a daring rescue mission just
after the destruction of the first Death Star.
Star Wars: The Screaming Citadel 2017-10-24 A rebel pilot and a rogue archaeologist delve into the darkest shadows of
the galaxy side by side, as Luke Skywalker reluctantly teams up with Doctor Aphra! The not-so-good Doctor will make
Luke an offer he can't afford to pass up...one that leads him to a very rare gathering at the heart of the infamous
Screaming Citadel! Will Luke fi nd what he's looking for? Can Aphra be trusted? Or will they both wind up victims of
the Citadel's queen? And as this unlikely duo steps right into the lair of one of the most powerful, reclusive and
dangerous women in the galaxy, can Han and Leia be far behind them? COLLECTING: STAR WARS: DOCTOR APHRA 7-8, STAR WARS
31-32, STAR WARS: THE SCREAMING CITADEL 1
Razor's Edge Martha Wells 2014-10-28 When they are forced to seek refuge in a territory controlled by pirates, Leia
learns that the pirates are survivors from her home planet--which has been recently destroyed by the Death Star--who
would gladly ransom her to the Empire.
The Hutt Gambit A. C. Crispin 1997 When an old girlfriend and leader of an insurgent rebel group offers him a shot at
an incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The resistance will be light and the take enormous. Then he discovers that the
planet of Ylesia is far from a pushover, and that the rebels have an agenda of their own.
The Star Wars Trilogy George Lucas 2002 A twenty-fifth anniversary edition brings together the original, complete "Star
Wars" novels in a single volume that includes "Star Wars : a New Hope," "The Empire Strikes Back," and "Return of the
Jedi."
Wedge's Gamble Michael A. Stackpole 1996 Wedge Antilles and his Rogue Squadron team of X-wing pilots are charged with
invading the giant towers of the Imperial High Command on the planet of Coruscant for the purpose of gaining vital
intelligence information. Original.
Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 1998-03-01 Here is the explosive conclusion of the blockbuster trilogy that tells the neverbefore-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the "Star Wars" movie adventures, these books chronicle the comingof-age of the galaxy's most famous con man, smuggler, and thief. "Rebel Dawn" tells the explosive story of how Han won
the Millennium Falcon ("the fastest hunk of junk in the galaxy"), and how he ended up--as everyone in the world knows-at Mos Eisley, in Chalmun's Cantina.
Star Wars: Last Shot: A Han and Lando Novel Daniel José Older 2018-04-19 Even the fastest ship in the galaxy can’t
outrun the past. . . . THEN: It’s one of the galaxy’s most dangerous secrets: a mysterious transmitter with unknown
power and a reward for its discovery that most could only dream of claiming. But those who fly the Millennium
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Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 1998 The third volume in an exciting trilogy that began with The Paradise Snare, this
explosive story describes how Han Solo won the Millennium Falcon, the fastest ship in the galaxy, and how he ended up
at Mos Eisley in Chalmun's Cantina. Original.
Star Wars: the High Republic - Trail of Shadows Marvel Comics 2022-04-12 JEDI KNIGHT AND PRIVATE EYE TEAM UP TO UNCOVER
A MYSTERY THAT WILL CHANGE THE HIGH REPUBLIC FOREVER! A Jedi Master is dead. Another is in a state of complete shock.
It's a murder the likes of which the Jedi Order has never seen before. There are no leads. There are no suspects. There
is no motive. But Jedi Investigator EMERICK CAPHTOR must solve the case before it's too late. The fate of the Jedi, the
Hutts, the Nihil and everyone in the galaxy, hangs by this tangled thread of lies and deceit. Emerick will need to dive
into the darkness, testing himself and his Jedi ideals like never before. He'll need help. Luckily, Private Eye SIAN
HOLT lives in the dark. Together, they'll follow this trail of shadows wherever it leads. If they can work together,
that is.
Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 2011
Star Wars A. C. Crispin 2017
Heirs of the Force Kevin J. Anderson 1996 Jacen and Jaina, the 14-year-old twins of Han Solo and Princess Leia, now
attend the Jedi Knight Academy which was set up by Luke Skywalker. 10 yrs+
Target Alex Wheeler 2009 The Emperor sends the killer X-7 to hunt down the pilot who destroyed the Death Star, while
Luke, Leia, and their friends set out for the planet Muunilinst to retrieve the last of the Rebel Alliance's money from
secret accounts.
Star Wars Marjorie Liu 2017-01-04 Collects Han Solo (2016) #1-5. Everyones favorite scoundrel goes Solo! Han is given
a top-secret undercover mission for the Rebellion: rescuing several informants and spies! His cover for the assignment?
Only the biggest and most infamous starship race in the galaxy, the Dragon Voida tournament he has dreamt of winning
his entire life. With a chance of glory, can Han keep his mind on the mission? Or is failing Leia worse than losing? If
that wasnt enough, theres also the small matter of finding a traitor within the Rebellion. As the Dragon Void heats
up, can a certain Wookiee pal lend a hand in the mole hunt? Place your bets for the ultimate space race! Our moneys on
Han and the Millennium Falcon  after all, its the ship that made the Kessel Run in less than twelve parsecs!
Star Wars Timothy Zahn 2013 Han Solo, Chewbacca, and Lando Calrissian work together on a potentially lucrative heist in
the hopes of paying off Jabba the Hutt's bounty on Han's head.

spacecraft, the Millennium Falcon, was hijacked, and his party was forced to contend with deadly assassins and an army
of killer robots. This was no way for a pair of honest smugglers to make a living...
Han Solo's Revenge Brian Daley 1979 The movies are back -- and so is the mania! Be part of the blockbuster Star Wars
revival with the new edition of a New York Times-bestselling classic spin-off novel!
The Paradise Snare A. C. Crispin 1997 Recounts the early years of the young Han Solo, beginning with his late teenage
years, as he chafes under the sadistic tyranny of the cruel Garris Shrike, and chronicling his transformation into a
swashbuckling pilot, smuggler, and rogue. Original.
Star Wars Ann C Crispin 1998
Jedi Under Siege Kevin J. Anderson 1999-03-15 When an army of Dark Jedi and Imperial stromtroopers attack Luke
Skywalker's Jedi academy, students Jacen and Jaina, accompanied by their master and friends, begin a desperate fight.
Storms of Destiny A. C. Crispin 2009-10-13 Book description to come.
Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 1998 When an old girlfriend and leader of an insurgent rebel group offers him a shot at an
incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The resistance will be light and the take enormous. Then he discovers that the
planet of Ylesia is far from a pushover, and that the rebels have an agenda of their own.
Star Wars Vol. 3 Charles Soule 2021-12-28 The hunt for Han! Chewbacca has heard from an old friend with intelligence on
the location of notorious bounty hunter Boba Fett, who is in possession of the carbon-frozen body of Han Solo. Along
with Luke Skywalker, the loyal Wookiee sets off in search of his lost friend, on an adventure to Nar Shadaa...better
known as the Smuggler's Moon! But this mission may prevent plucky astromech droid R2-D2 from passing along a crucial
message to Luke -- a message that will affect the fate of the entire Jedi Order! The saga of Star Wars continues to
surprise! COLLECTING: Star Wars (2020) 13-18
Solo: A Star Wars Story: Tales from Vandor Jason Fry 2018-09-11 Follow an adventure in the Star Wars universe in this
first-person narrative from one of the characters in Solo: A Star Wars Story. Learn about the smugglers, scoundrels,
gangsters, pirates, and plunderers from Solo: A Star Wars Story—including Han Solo, Chewbacca, and Lando Calrissian—in
this unique in-world journal straight from Fort Ypso on the snowy mountain planet of Vandor.
Fire Ring Race Ryder Windham 2010 When Jabba the Hutt hires Han Solo and Chewbacca to pick up a cargo container, they
run into trouble.
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